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STELLINGEN
1. Door rekening te houden met zowel de economische als de statistische
relevantie van afwijkingen ten opzichte van de als gewenst aangemerkte
situatie kunnen sterke en zwakke punten in het management van een
individueel agrarisch bedrijf op een wetenschappelijk verantwoorde en
praktisch toepasbare wijze worden opgespoord.
Dit proefschrift

2. Bij het opstellen van een attentielijst van mogelijke afwijkingen in de
bedrijfsresultaten dient een afweging te worden gemaakt tussen betrouwbaarheid en tijdigheid van de informatie.
Dit proefschrift

3. Door koppeling van decision-support-systemen en expertsystemen is het
bij de bepaling van de toekomstige winstgevendheid van individuele
zeugen ter ondersteuning van het vervangingsbeleid mogelijk rekening te
houden met zowel kwantitatieve als kwalitatieve eigenschappen van de
zeug.
Dit proefschrift

4. De wiskundige formulering van dynamische programmeringsmodellen
suggereert ten onrechte dat de techniek als zodanig gecompliceerd is.
5. Het is in principe onmogelijk de validiteit van een computermodel aan
te tonen, wel de invaliditeit.
Gass, S.I. (1983). Decision-aiding models: validation, assessment,
and related issues for policy analysis. Operations Research, 31
(4): 603-631

6. Die onderdelen van op commerciële schaal toegepaste managementinformatiesystemen die verder gaan dan het registreren en rangschikken
van gegevens zijn tot dusver inhoudelijk gezien vaak dermate arbitrair
dat gebruik ervan, vanuit economisch oogpunt, aanzienlijke risico's met
zich meebrengt.
7. Veterinaire bedrijfsbegeleiding kan alleen doelmatig zijn indien de
betrokken dierenarts ook over voldoende bedrijfseconomische kennis
beschikt, en daarmee een goed inzicht heeft in de economische betekenis van zijn handelen voor het bedrijf in kwestie.

8. Het doel van het uitvoeren van berekeningen met behulp van de
computer dient niet het verkrijgen van getallen maar van inzicht te zijn.
Hamming, R.W. (1962). Numerical mcthods tor scientists and
engineers. New York McGraw-Hül

9. De praktische waarde van informatiemodellen bij het ontwikkelen van
management-infonnatiesystemen wordt sterk overschat.
10. De correlatie tussen risico-aversie en de waarde die aan informatie
wordt toegekend is niet noodzakelijkerwijs positief omdat de beslissing
om aanvullende informatie te verwerven zelf een riskante beslissing is.
Byerlee, D. and Anderson, J.R. (1982). Risk, utility and the value
of information in farmer decision making. Review of Marketing
and Agricultural Economics, 50 (3): 231-246

11. Wie kiest voor een actieve functie bij een universiteit moet, gezien het
aangeboden salaris en carrièreperspectief, een grote mate van idealisme
bezitten.
12. Het is verrassend dat in zaken die zo doorslaggevend zijn voor de
reputatie van de wetenschapper, zoals het publiceren van wetenschappelijke artikelen, zij zich toevertrouwen aan de meningen van anonieme
beoordelaars.
Maddox, J. (1990), hoofdredacteur van het Britse wetenschappelijke tijdschrift Nature. Lezing tijdens het veertigjarig bestaan van
de Nederlandse organisatie voor Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek
(NWO)

13. Zolang het openbaar vervoer niet wezenlijk is aangepast valt het in
Nederland niet mee zonder auto mobiel te zijn.
14. De moderne landbouwer rekent momenteel niet alleen maar op zijn lei.
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The critical power . . .
tends to make an intellectual situation of which
the creative power can profitably avail itself
. . . to make the best ideas prevail.
From Matthew Arnold
The function of criticism
at the present time, 1864
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1. INTRODUCTION
Modern swine breeding has changed considerably during the last two
decades. In the Netherlands, for instance, the total number of sows increased from 0.74 million in 1970 to 1.62 million in 1987, while the total
number of swine breeding farms decreased from 46 thousand in 1970 to 17
thousand in 1987 (L.E.I.-C.B.S., 1989). The average number of sows per
farm, therefore, increased significantly within these years from 16 to 95.
The increase in size, however, was accompanied by decreasing income
margins per unit of output (Baltussen et al, 1988). Farmers' income,
therefore, is increasingly sensitive to changes in productive farm performance. Moreover, today's swine breeding is confronted with many government regulations, changing tax laws, new emerging technologies and changing institutions. As a result, modern swine breeding imposes increasing
demands on the farmer's management skills. Wrong management decisions
may have a major (long-term) impact not only on overall operation of the
farm itself, but also on the production chain of which the farm is one of
the components. Thus, the need for accurate and consistent information for
management support has become of paramount importance (King et al,
1990).

2. SCOPE AND DEFINITION
Recent advances in computer hardware, software and telecommunications
technology have increased the possibilities for effective computer-based
support of farm management. The concept of management is nebulous and
difficult to define, but can be described in terms of functions to be performed: planning, implementation and control. Planning involves developing a
predetermined course of action. It represents goals and the activities to be
implemented to achieve those goals. Control involves measuring farm
performance and comparing it to standards or planned performance. The
management functions can be considered as a cyclical process. Usually,
planning precedes implementation which precedes control. Corrective
1

actions with respect to deviations between performance and standards
should first be planned, and then be implemented and controlled. Due to
the complex nature of the planning and control function, management
support should particularly be focused on these two functions (Davis and
Olson, 1985).
The present study is directed towards computerized management support
for swine breeding farms, focused on sow productivity and profitability. As
part of the study, several modules of a management information system
(MIS) for swine breeding farms have been developed. The MIS is primarily
intended to support farm managers and other livestock specialists in
analyzing the economic situation of individual sow-herds. The study is
composed of three parts. In the first part, a basic description and definition of farm management and the concept of MIS are given to provide a
basis for the second and third part of the study. The second part relates
to the management control function and is concentrated on individual farm
analysis, which can briefly be described as the first analysis of technical
and economic records in order to identify and assess strong and weak elements in a farm's management. In the third part, more detailed attention is
given to one of these elements: the sow replacement policy. The economically optimal sow replacement policy for swine breeding farms is studied
considering - the quantitative and qualitative - variation in the performance
of the sow and in the circumstances under which sows produce. This part
mainly concerns the planning management function.
Data, knowledge and expertise from many sources are required to find
solutions to problems in the above-mentioned areas. Most problems cannot
be solved with more conventional problem-solving techniques alone (Engel
et al, 1990). Therefore two types of MIS applications have been considered: decision support systems (DSS) and expert systems (ES). A DSS can
be described as an information system that supports the process of decision
making. A DSS allows the decision maker to retrieve data, generate and
test alternative solutions during the process of problem solving, and incorporates at least one mathematical model. An ES can be defined as a MIS
using expert knowledge to attain high levels of performance in a narrow
problem area, and thus can be considered as a modelling of the human
reasoning process, making the same decisions as its human counterpart.
This study should also give insight into the underlying question of whether
the combination of DSS and ES is of any advantage in formulating and
solving major problems in these areas.
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3. OUTLINE OF THE THESIS
Scope and definition of farm management is discussed in Chapter 1, by
giving attention to the management functions: planning, implementation and
control. Chapter 1 also deals with the impact of recent advances in computer technology, and with the concept of MIS, including DSS and ES.
The economic framework for individual farm analysis is outlined in
Chapter 2. In particular, the choice of appropriate standards for comparison, calculation of the economic impact of deviations from the standards,
and determination of the relevance of deviations are described. Furthermore, a MIS named CHESS (Computerized Herd Evaluation Systems for
Sows), designed to carry out individual farm analysis on the personal
computer, is presented. CHESS consists of two sub-systems: DSS and ES.
The process of knowledge acquisition, being a crucial step in developing
ES, is also outlined.
Validation is an important stage in developing computerized systems, but
its measurement is very difficult. ES are especially difficult to validate as
they use symbolic problem solving techniques and heuristics to draw
conclusions. Chapter 3 deals with the validation of CHESS. A sensitivity
analysis of both sub-systems of CHESS (DSS and ES) is described, as well
as a field test of CHESS as a whole.
Chapter 4, 5 and 6 deal with sow replacement optimization. In order to
determine the economically optimal replacement policy, a stochastic dynamic programming model (DP-model) has been developed and incorporated
as a module into the DSS sub-system of CHESS. The mathematical outline
of the model is presented in Chapter 4. As realistic DP replacement
models include a large number of state and decision variables, a major
issue in this chapter is how to cope with the so-called curse of dimensionality. The curse of dimensionaUty determines strongly the efficiency of the
DP-algorithm.
Zootechnical-economic aspects and results of the DP-model are described in Chapter 5. Influences of changes in production, reproduction and
price parameters on the optimal policy are established. Furthermore, an
economic index is calculated which is used as a culling guide for individual
sows within a herd.
Culling decisions, however, are usually not based on productive and
reproductive sow performance only, but also on more qualitative sow
characteristics such as lameness and leg weakness, mothering characteristics
and udder quality (Dijkhuizen et al, 1989). These characteristics can hardly
be included into the algorithmic DP-model, due to their qualitative nature.
Therefore, an ES has been developed and integrated with the DP-model to
3

account for such qualitative issues. The ES also adjusts the economic index,
resulting in a more complete culling guide for individual sows. The ES is
presented in Chapter 6. This chapter also considers the knowledge acquisition for, and validation of, the ES.
In the closing chapter, attention is focused on two general subjects of
discussion: integrated decision support, and value of management information systems.
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CHAPTER 1

Basic concepts of computerized support for
farm management decisions

R.B.M. HUIRNE
Department of Farm Management, Wageningen Agricultural University,
Hollandseweg 1, 6706 KN Wageningen, The Netherlands
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ABSTRACT
Good management is essential for efficient operation of any farm, but the
concept of management is nebulous and difficult to define. Therefore, scope
and definition of farm management is discussed first, by paying attention to
the three major management junctions: planning implementation and control.
Then, impact of recent advances in computer technology on farm management
and concept of management information systems are described. Two potential
applications of management information systems are presented: decision
support systems and expert systems. The current challenge in building management information systems is to incorporate decision support systems and expert
systems to create an effective tool for farm managers.

1. INTRODUCTION
Modern farms are generally attended with an increasing size and a narrowed income margin per unit output, defined as net return on labour and
management as a percentage of gross returns (LJEJ.-CJB.S., 1988). Small
differences in productive performance, therefore, result in an increasing
difference in profit. As a result, modern fanning imposes increasing
demands on the farmer's management skills.
During the last decade, much has been published on farm management
and farm management decisions with an increasing interest in decision
support. Short and medium-term decisions are of particular interest,
because recent advances in computer hardware, software, and telecommunications technology have increased the ability to provide effective computer
based support (King and Harsh, 1987).
In this chapter, the concept of farm management is discussed by
describing management and management decisions on farms. Furthermore,
the concept of the management cycle is outlined, in which management is
presented as a cyclical process. After discussing the changing role of
computers in farm management, some major possibilities to support farm
management decisions are presented, including management information
systems, decision support systems, and expert systems. Suggestions are then
made as to how these systems might be applied. Finally, based on basic
concepts discussed in this chapter, the main issues to consider in building
a system are formulated.
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2. FARM MANAGEMENT DECISIONS
2.1. Scope and definition of management
Management, as described by Kay (1986), is the decision-making process in
which limited resources are allocated to a number of production alternatives. This allocation of resources is organized and operated in such a way
that goals and objectives are attained. Goals are considered to be more
general statements and refer to the end point of all efforts of management;
objectives are more specific and refer to activities planned to reach goals
(Anthony and Dearden, 1980; Harsh et al., 1981).
According to Simon (1960), the decision-making process can be divided
into three major phases: (1) intelligence, (2) design, and (3) choice. Intelligence involves searching the environment for conditions asking for decisions. Data inputs are obtained, processed, and examined for clues that may
identify problems or opportunities. In the second phase, design, possible
courses of action are invented, developed, and analyzed. This involves
processes for understanding the problem, for generating solutions and for
testing solutions on feasibility. Choice, as the last phase of the decisionmaking process, involves selecting a particular course of action. There is a
flow of activities from "intelligence" to "choice", but at any phase there may
be a return to a previous phase. Although Simon's model does not go
beyond the choice phase, other models of the decision-making process
include implementation and feedback from results of the decision (Rubenstein and Haberstroh, 1965; Herbst, 1976; Sprague, 1986; Bosman, 1987).
To carry out different management activities within a farm operation
successfully, the farm manager must have analytical experience and access
to data in different areas of farm management (Boehlje and Eidman, 1984):
(1) production, (2) marketing, and (3) finance. Production is the most basic
area for the farm manager. Plans must be made and implemented with
respect to the production system to be used for each enterprise (Boehlje
and Eidman, 1984). Besides efficient production, marketing is an important
area of management. To maximize income, farmers must take care to
purchase inputs and sell products at prices that result in a profit (Bowring
et al., 1960). However, it is important to recognize that for many inputs
and products the farmer operates as a pricetaker. Financing activities
require management decisions on capital acquisition and capital use
(Nelson et al., 1973).
The decision-making process of the farmer takes place in an environment containing risk and uncertainty (Harsh et al., 1981; Byerlee and
Anderson, 1982; Casavant and Infanger, 1984). Risk is the situation where
7

all possible outcomes are known for a given management decision and
sufficient information is available to calculate statistical probabilities associated with each possible outcome. Uncertainty is the situation where all
possible outcomes or probabilities are not known (Barnard and Nix, 1973;
Casavant and Infanger, 1984; Sonka and Patrick, 1984; Kay, 1986). In most
situations facing farmers true probabilities will not be known and, therefore,
a pure risk situation will seldomly exist (Barnard and Nix, 1973; Anderson
et al, 1980). However, farm managers will often formulate subjective
probabilities based on their judgement and experience. Subjective probabilities refer to the degree of belief or strength of conviction held by an
individual about possible events or propositions (Savage, 1954; Lindley,
1971; Bessler, 1984). Different outcomes of decisions are possible since
experience, background, and interpretations of available information of
managers may result in different subjective probabilities (Lindley, 1971; Kay,
1986).
Risk and uncertainty make management a difficult and complex task. A
farmer's success depends to a great extent on his ability to make good
management decisions regarding these situations of risk and uncertainty.

22. Management functions and management cycle
Management can be discussed in terms of functions performed by the farm
manager. The following three functions can be mentioned (Boehlje and
Eidman, 1984; Kay, 1986): (1) planning, (2) implementation, and (3)
control. These functions, which can be considered to be the three basic or
primary functions of management, are described below.
Planning provides the mode of operation to accomplish the farm's goals
and objectives (Koontz and O'Donnell, 1976). Essentially, planning involves
selecting a particular strategy or course of action from amongst alternative
courses of action with reference to organization of resources such as land,
labour, and capital, with the objective of.obtaining the greatest satisfaction
of the farm's goals (Giles and Stansfield, 1980; Buckett, 1981; Boehlje and
Eidman, 1984). Planning is the systematic design to direct future activities
based on available knowledge. During the planning period, options for
future activities are systematically considered, and compared with given
situations, from which measures for optimal future organization are deduced (Zilahi-Szabo, 1975; Dalton, 1982). Thus, planning is deciding in
advance what to do, how to accomplish each task, when to do each task,
and who is responsible for completing each task (Barnard and Nix, 1973;
Anderson et al, 1980; Boehlje and Eidman, 1984).
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Implementation is the execution of planned activities or, in other words,
conversion of plans into reality (Giles and Stansfield, 1980). According to
Kay (1986), implementing a plan is often a two-step procedure: (1) acquiring necessary resources, and (2) managing these resources over time as
they are being used. The first step deals with acquisition of land, labour,
and capital necessary to get the tasks done. The second step deals with
organizing land, labour, and capital. This step involves organization of work
to complete the tasks on schedule, and supervision and direction of the
accomplishment of various tasks. Implementation involves not only physical
labour to get the tasks done, but it also involves organizing and directing
physical activities whether they be performed by farmers themselves or by
other employees (Giles and Stansfield, 1980; Boehlje and Eidman, 1984).
Basic control processes involve measuring performance and comparing it
to standards. Standards are criteria against which performance can be
measured (Dalton, 1982; Castle et al. 1987). This process of comparing
performance with standards can either be curative or preventive (Kempen,
1980). If it is curative, the actual performance of the farm is compared
with actual standards, which represent the desired actual performance. A
deviation can lead to corrective actions to direct actual performance. In the
preventive case, the expected future performance is deduced from the
actual performance. Subsequently, expected future performance is compared
with future standards, which represent the desired future performance.
Expected deviations may lead to corrective actions to direct future development of the farm (Figure 1). Standards are derived from goals and objectives that have been specified by the farm manager. Standards may be
measured in physical terms, such as piglets weaned per litter, or in financial terms, such as net return to labour and management (Giles and Stansfield, 1980; Boehlje and Eidman, 1984).
Because of the many uncertainties in agricultural production, deviations
are always present. If their type and magnitude can be identified at an
early stage, it is possible to keep plan and desired results within a predefined acceptable range (Kay, 1986). A further analysis of deviations
should indicate to the manager what the causal problem might be (Boehlje
and Eidman, 1984). Control implies not just investigation of progress of
some change in the farm operation, but also regular checks on the whole
system, even if it has been operated successfully for many years (Barnard
and Nix, 1973).
Correction of deviations between performance and standards takes place
in the next management cycle. Corrective actions should first be planned,
and then be implemented. In the control phase, it is important to check
whether previous corrective actions had the desired effect on performance.
9

Relations between planning, implementation, and control are illustrated in
Figure 2.
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The management cycle

Figure 2 demonstrates the cyclical nature of the management process:
the management cycle. Depending on the planning horizon, strategic, tactical, and operational planning may be considered. Strategic planning results
in a long term plan (years), which includes the plan for farm structure.
Tactical or medium term planning (year, season) is carried out inside the
scope set by strategic plarming. It involves planning to obtain optimal
results within the given or proposed the farm structure. During operational
or short term planning (weeks), a more detailed plan is produced from the
tactical plans, depending on the actual situation on the farm, and related
to implementation of the chosen production process. This is called the
hierarchy of planning (Hirshfield, 1983). As control is the process of assuring that specific tasks are carried out effectively and efficiently (Anthony,
1965), it concerns possible deviations between actual results and operational plans. Control also involves identification of both strong and weak
aspects of the farm. Results of control may lead to new strategic, tactical
and operational plans.

3. SUPPORT OF FARM MANAGEMENT DECISIONS
3.1. The computer, an emerging tool for the farm manager
The role of information technology in our society is changing rapidly. Until
recently the need to minimize the costs of data entry, processing, and
storage have been the dominant issues. Largely as a result of introduction
of personal computers, computer technology is now more powerful, accessible and affordable. Because of a declining price-performance ratio, the
personal computer is becoming an interesting tool on the farm (Pugh, 1979;
Berg, 1985). At the same time, tasks for which computers can be used are
also evolving. Application of computers is reaching into all aspects of
management and is no longer limited to data analysis. Economic calculations at the farm level will become possible because they can be done
faster, adjusted to the individual farm, and carried out without errors
(Kirby and Rehman, 1983). In a number of complex problem solving activities that require apparently unique human skills, boundaries between roles
of people and machines are continually being redefined. Computers are
becoming essential support tools in many of these activities. These advances
in electronics will increase the amount of (farm specific) data available,
providing a basis for farm or enterprise control and evaluation (Westlake,
1980; Sonka, 1983; Casavant and Infanger, 1984; Schiefer, 1985).
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